
WIN-Initiative, a boutique stock agency,  and Dripbook, a web-based promotional  service for visual 
creatives,  are joining forces to provide the imaging industry with fresh, innovative and relevant 
content.   This partnership will offer buyers of creative content new sources of material  and offer 
image-makers worldwide new opportunities to market their work. 

WIN-Initiative already boasts a sought-after collection of contemporary and culture-specific images 
15,000 strong,  but seeks to further expand their content and talent pool.  Dripbook, with its 
proprietary, searchable worldwide index of top creative talent,  will increase WIN-Initiative’s 
available talent pool with even more outstanding imagery. The two companies are united by their 
commitment to provide a platform for today’s groundbreaking modern image-makers.



What is this partnership and what does it entail?
Dripbook has teamed up with WIN-Initiative, a boutique stock agency, to offer new opportunities to both creatives and buyers 
of creative content. This partnership offers creatives the opportunity to contribute and license their images. Buyers of creative 
content will benefit from access to images from image-makers worldwide.

I am a Dripbook Creative. How do I join WIN?
As a Dripbook creative, you are automatically accepted for a WIN contract should you choose to submit your images to the 
WIN-Dripbook Collection. With this in mind, all images submitted to the Collection must meet the technical requirements 
specified by WIN. After reading through this document head to this page to begin the submission process.

What are the technical requirements for images submitted to the WIN-Dripbook Collection?
We seek professional, marketable work with high production value, a model release, and taken with a camera that captures 
at least 8.2 megapixels (an image file that is 49MB+).

What kind of work is the WIN-Dripbook Collection seeking?
WIN-Initiative features work from around the world that strives to offer viable alternative options to the stock imagery that 
currently permeates the industry. So, in addition to meeting the technical requirements, the WIN-Dripbook Collection seeks 
innovative, and relevant imagery. Visit the WIN-Initiative website to see the work we feature in our galleries.

What image-makers can submit their work?
Currently, we are only accepting photography.  In the future we hope to expand this to other arenas.

Are all the images displayed on Dripbook available for sale through WIN-Initiative?
Definitely not, only the images YOU select.  Each creative has the option to participate, and each creative has the option to 
choose which images to submit. Additionally, all images must meet WIN-Initiative’s technical requirements.

http://www.dripbook.com/submissions/win/
http://www.dripbook.com/submissions/win/
http://win-initiative.com/
http://win-initiative.com/


How long before my images are online at win-initiative.com?
WIN carefully considers and reviews each individual submission to ensure image quality, model releases and metadata are 
provided and accurate. Once submitted, the images go through quality control, more keywording and possibly additional 
retouching. The process from submission to online presence can take anywhere from two to six weeks, depending on 
volume and traffic. 

What percentage of the image sales do I stand to earn?
Creatives submitting their images for licensing earn a profit share of 45%.

How will I get paid?
Payment is distributed every three months via a WIN-provided debit card by Payoneer. 

How long before I’m making money from image sales?
Once the images are in our distribution network, they are available for online purchase.  All our images are Rights Managed, 
meaning they will be sold at the highest level in the stock photography market. Selling your images is a thought-out, 
considered effort and, as such, is best seen as a long-term investment. Realistic numbers place profits around the six-month 
to a year mark if the image satisfies a need or a niche. 

Why should I participate in image sales?
Selling your images through WIN is a great way to earn supplemental income on work you’ve already created. There are 
many companies and individuals with vast image needs that turn to stock agencies for solutions. WIN is gaining a reputation 
as a go-to source for relevant, innovative imagery. 

Will my images be sold as microstock?
No. Microstock is a licensing approach where images are sold for very low prices. The WIN-Dripbook Collection will be 
licensed under a Rights Managed model, priced and licensed in a higher tier, denoting higher caliber.

http://www.payoneer.com/
http://www.payoneer.com/


Will WIN provide coaching or tips for those inexperienced with image sales?
WIN provides its creatives with briefs that demonstrate what’s currently selling in the industry—as well as what’s currently 
needed—as a guide and springboard for creatives. 

Why the contract?
The main reason for the contract is because, as a contributor, you will own the copyright and WIN will be selling your work 
on your behalf. It’s important to understand the terms on how your images will be licensed, and that you agree to those 
terms. 

What if I live outside the USA. Can I still participate?
Absolutely. WIN already works with contributors from all around the world and already has systems in place to handle 
licensing and distribution around the globe. Payments to international creatives can be easily administered via debit cards 
provided by Payoneer.

Does WIN review the images after I’ve submitted them in High Res?
Always. All images go through quality control. All images must meet file specifications listed in the “Submission Guideline” 
document: required model and property releases as well as metadata (information about the image—date, location, headline 
and release info.) Without all of this information, images cannot be accepted.

What sort of licensing does WIN offer?
Rights-Managed (RM). RM works are licensed on a use-by-use basis. Price of the license takes size, placement, duration of 
use and geographic distribution into account. Exclusive rights to works are available for some RM products. We utilize RM 
with the intent to provide contributors with the opportunity to maximize earning potential. 

What about Royalty-Free licenses?
At this stage, WIN is not involved in Royalty-Free (RF) licensing. RF images are licensed at set prices based upon the file-
size the customer purchases. The end-use is not specified so the buyer has a lot of flexibility in how they use the images and 
can use them multiple times. 

http://www.payoneer.com/
http://www.payoneer.com/


What is a model release?
A model release is a legal document signed by the subject(s) of an image, granting permission for his or her image and 
likeness to be used for commercial purposes. ALL images with recognizable persons in the image must be accompanied by 
a model release for each individual. Without model releases, the image cannot be distributed and licensed.

What is a property release?
Like a model release, this legal document is necessary when private buildings or other private property (including pets and 
paintings) appear in an image. The owner of the private building or private property needs to sign a property release 
ensuring that permission has been given to use said property in an image for commercial gain. Without property releases, 
the image cannot be distributed and licensed.

Is there any conflict between having my images on display through Dripbook and selling them on WIN?
No. You can (and should) continue to feature your images on Dripbook as long as it is for personal, non-commercial use. You 
can do anything with the images you’ve submitted to the WIN-Dripbook Collection except create a different license for their 
use.  

How can I still use my images?
You can use your images on your website, for self promotion, and gallery shows (you may sell your work as limited edition 
fine art prints).

What rights does WIN have over the images I submit to WIN?
WIN has the exclusive right to market and license your images, once the images are accepted and you’ve signed the WIN-
Dripbook Agreement.

How will my images be used commercially? 
That’s a good question! And one that’s difficult to answer simply. The options are endless: On a billboard, on a magazine, on 
a popular Web site? It’s important to understand that any WIN customer can purchase images submitted to the WIN-
Dripbook Collection. Once a license has been purchased for the image’s use, it can turn up anywhere. However, WIN 
prohibits any use that is defamatory or pornographic.



Can I remove my photos from WIN if I change my mind?
Deciding to license your images is an important decision. It’s important to fully understand that contracts are legally binding. 
Once you’ve signed the WIN-Dripbook Agreement, and images are online and for sale, you are bound by the duration of time 
stated in your contract. Any rights licensed to a client won’t be withdrawn and won’t expire until the license expires.  

I have more questions!
WIN will be there for you to answer any other questions or concerns you may have. A phone call, 212.274.1000 or an email 
to us will be enough to answer your specific issue or concern.

mailto:info@win-initiative.com
mailto:info@win-initiative.com

